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ENGINEER DISTINCTIVE INSIGNIA

CONTENTS: This catalog contains the known distinctive insignia
(DIs) worn by units. Of the Corpa of Engineers. The catalog consists
of threeparts, that will be published in two volumes.

Volume 1: Contains Part. 1, numbers 1 - 426.

Volume 2: Contains Part I, numbers 427 to end; plus Parts II and 111

PARTS:

Part I: Contains insignia classified by ASMIC as Class A, B. C & D.
Each DI will receive its own distinct designation, or "ASMIC
Number" . The unit's numerical designation is listed first and is fol
lowed by a capital letter in alphabetical order assigned to each dif
ferent unit. The various DIs for that unit will then be assigned a nu
merical suffix in progressive order, based on the age of the Insignia,
starting with the oldest insignia receiving the suffix 1. The ASMIC
number will always be in the upper left corner of each description.

For those units that are named vice numbered, the ASMIC
number will consist of a capital letter, arbitrarily assigned followed
by a number in sequence beginning with 1, followed by another capi
tal letter starting with A. Variations of DIs of the same unit will be
designated by vnrintiona of the second letter A through Z. Units as
signed the same initial capital letter will be designated by varying
the number from 1 and progressing in numorical order.

PART II- Contains insignia classified by ASMIC as Class E, F, FR,
FRE, or L. These are insignia that have never been worn by troops.
Such DIs will have an ASMIC number determined as described in
Part I, but always with a prefix *Z". Only those DIs in Part II will
have a prefix Z.

PART III- Contains cloth insigninthat nre of normal or typical DI
siz- and which were worn era V or later. Generally these pieces are
those that are embroidered or woven on the green combat leader's
tab. All insignia shown in PART III will have the prefix "Y". Only
those cloth DIs in Part III will have a prefix Y.

Orgsanization

Line I: ASMIC Number, Complete Unit,Designation (Class/Era)

Line 2: Component - I.ocation/Division (Previous ASMIC Numbers)

Line 3 - End: Description (Size). Description Code.

Line End » 1: Authoization. Approval, Redesignation Dab .>

Line End + 2: Notes.

CLASSIFICATION: A code describing the design, manufacture and
usage of DI's as liste<i below. The classification of "class' is shown on
the first line of the entry in bold face type as an upper case letter
enclosed in parentheses with the era worn.

(A) The insignia worn by the unit, snmples of which have been ap
proved by the Adjutant General, the Office of the Quartermast.'i-
General, or, since l'JG3, the Institute of Heraldry, U.S. Army (IOH).

(B) Insignia made from an authentic drawing or blazon developed by
the Institute of Heraldry and made from dies developed by the
Institute of Hernldrv. Such pieces hecome an (A) piece when the
unit receives approval for it to be worn.

(C) Insignia worn by the unit, the design of which may or may not
have been authorized by the Institute of Heraldry, or its predeces
sors, and samples of the DI have not been approved by IOH or its
predecessors.

(D) Samples made for a unit with the intent that they be worn by
the unit, but either not accepted by the unit or the unit was inacti
vated prior to receiving the insignia. Never worn by troops.

(E) Insignia invented and made by a collector on the basis of draw
ings, blazons or whim for sale to collectors, veterans associations, etc.
Never worn by troops.

(F) An exact, or reasonably exact, copy or reproduction of an existing
genuine insignia. May haw lucn made by copying an existing in
signia or correct drawing, such as an ASMIC catalog or Trading Post
entry, or an approval drawing by IOH. Made for sale to collectors,
veterans associations, etc. Never worn by troops.

(FR) A piece which has been restruck from an existing legitimate die
originally used for class (A), (Hi. (C), or (D) insignia and made in
proper colors, plating, piercing, etc. Such insignia will differ from the
original type only in type of fastener, hallmark and age. Never worn
by troops.

(FRE) An insignia which has boon restruck from an existing legiti
mate die used for class (A), (Bl, (C), or (D) insignia and made in incor
rect colore, plating, or piercing etc. It is considered an error restrike
and was never worn by troops.

(L) A device similar to a distinctive insignia made for some purpose
other than wear as a distinctive insignia, i.e.: lighter pieces, lapel
pins, bridle rosettes, regimental favors, plaque pieces.

ERA: A code indicating the time period during which the DI ap
peared and was used. The era is shown as a lower case letter separat
ed from the class by a slash, all enclosed in parentheses.

ERA:

MJ - Mess Jacket insignia prior to advent of DIs in 1922.

a - 1922-1939 - Pre WWII era.

b- 1940- 1947 -WWII era.

c - 1948-1959 - Korean War and post Korean War era.

d - 1960-1980 - Vietnam and post Vietnam era.

e - 1981 - present.

If the exact, era is unknown then an Y should be used e.g. (C/x).

It should also be recognized that a closer dating may bo given in the
textual description of the DI. For example, if a DI is noted as a beer
can that would place it in the time frame of 1960-1973 even though
the era would be shown as "d".

COMPONENT: The component of the Army is indicated on the sec
ond line as Ra = Regular Army.AUS = Army of the United StateB,
NG = National Guard, OR ♦ Organized Reserves, ORC = Organized
Reserve Corps, RAI = Regular Army, Inactive, and USAR = Army
Reserve. Where the location of the unit is known it is shown by the
abbreviation for the Division or state in which it is located.

CATALOG NUMBERS: Catalog numbers used in this catalog are
newly assigned and have no relationship to prior catalog numbers.
Previous catalog numbers are shown at the end of second line in
parentheses. Where the DI shown has previously been cataloged in
a different catalog such as SCHOOL or MISCELLANEOUS, this is
indicated.

MKASHRKM KNTS: .Y,ea,utrim,'Ti!;' ar<> shown in parentheses at the
end of the description. They arc to the nearest millimeter and always
listed as (height x width). Often pieces vary in size. If a DI varies by
at least 2mm in one direction, it Is listed as a variation and given a
distinctive ASMIC number. If a DI varies by 1 mm in both directions
it may or not be considered as a distinct variation. If it is it will be
assigned a distinctive ASMIC number, if not it will be noted as a
minor variation under NOTE. Pieces that vary by 1 mm in one direc
tion will be listed as a minor variation under NOTE. In some cases
for Viet Nam made DIs (beercans), because of the many variations in
sizes, variations in size, not exceeding 2mm In one direction and
Identical In design and shape, may be listed as minor variations
under NOTE.
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1A1

1A2

1A3

1A4

iiupyll

L
1st ENGR REG 1 (A/a,b,cd)
RA-1 ID (1A)

On a black shield in fcss an anchor bearing
2 oars in sallire between 2 increscents. all silver;

on a white indented chief a bend between a

rampant lion & a fleur-de-lis,all tr red. (29x25)
S/P; NSM—EVSPB; DES/G—CB; IV

Auth 20Dcc24. Appr 20Mar35. Redes
29Jan41-lstEngrBn

r

IstENGRREGT (C/a)
RA-1 ID (IB)

Differs from 1A1. the anchor is different

shape. (30x26) VI'B; ROB. Nil

r

1st ENGR REGT (C/a)
RA-IID (ID)

Differs from 1AI, the shield and charges are
larger and the bend is wider. (31x27)S/P; NH

r

IstENGRREGT (C/a)
RA-1 ID (1Q

Differs from 1A1, the increscents face in the
opposite direction. (29x25) PB; NH

r

1A5 1st ENGR BN(CBT)
RA-1 ID

Differs from 1A1. painlcd.
PID/EVSPB; NH/G

(Ob)
(1A1)

(30x27)

1A6 1st ENGR BN (CBT)
RA-1 ID

Differs from 1Al. the bend is op v. tr red.
(31x27) NH/J

n

(C/c)

1A7 1st liNGR UN (C/d)
RA-1 ID (IE)

Differsfrom 1AI. painted. (29x25)BC;VN

1AK

r

1st ENGR »N (CM)
RA-1 ID (110

Differs from 1A7. it is larger, the oars arc
an-ows and the chief is silver v. white. (38x26)
BC;VN

1A9 1st ENGR BN (C/d)
RA-1 ID (1E1)

Differs from 1A7. the shield is blue v. black
and smaller. (29x24) BC: VN

1A10

1AU

1A12

r

1st ENGR BN (C/d)
RA-1 ID (IE2)

Differs from 1A7. the oars arc arrows (9mm)
that extend below the anchor flukes. (31x26)
BC:VN

t

1st ENGR BN (Qd)
RA-1 ID (1E3)

Differs from 1A10. the shield is smaller.
(23x19) BC;VN

r

1st ENGR BN (C/d)
RA-1 ID (1E4)

Differs from lAll.thcanchor is smaller and

the arrows arc smaller (6mm) stopping al the
anchor flukes. (30x25) BC; VN
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U

1st ENGR BN (A/d.c)
RA-1 ID (1G)

Differs from 1A1, the charges arc different,
the increscents have blackhighlight marks in the
center and all red parts arc op v. tr red. (29x25)
CM

Appr Uun70

r

IAI4 1st ENGR BN (C/d)
RA-1 ID

Differs from 1A13, there are no highlight
marks on the increscents. (29x25) NH

1BI IIYD SURVEY UNIT NO 1 (C/d)
RA (III)

On a shield, divided diagonallyfromupper
right to lower left,silver over red, borderedred.
a red anchor, detailed silver, surmounted by ared
castle, outlined and detailed silver: a silver
scroll, edged red, inscribed "HYDRO-
GRAPHIC" in red, Painted. (31x31) BC: VN

1B2 11YI) SURVEY UNIT NO 1 (C/d)
RA (1111)

Differs from 1B1, border and anchor arc
yellow v. red. (31x30) BC; VN

2A1

2A2

t
2nd ENGR REGT (A/a)
RA-2 ID (2A)

On a black disc a tr red fivc-bastioncd fort.

fimbriated while, charged wilh an andior
debniised by two oars in sallire, all black. (26)
S/P;NSM.AMC. URS

Auth 13Fcb25. Appr 3Mar25. Rales
26Fcb40.2nd Engr lln
NOTE: -(26) NH/J (C/d)

2nd ENGR REGT
RA

Differs from 2A1. Ihc entire disc is red. (26)
SB; NH (I'RH)

r

(IWa)

2A3 2nd ENGRBN(CBT) (C/c)
RA-2 ID (2B)

Differs from 2A1. smaller. (24) PB; GEM

2A4

2A5

2A6

2A7

2B1

21)2

3A1

"P
2nd ENGR BN (CBT) (C/c)
RA-2 ID (2C)

On an op red shield a white augmented pale
chargedwith an anchordebniised by 2 oarsin
sallire all black. The cest is an op red
5-baslioned fort on a while and red wreath. The

motto "ARDEUR ET TENACITE" (With
spirit and tensity) is black on a gold scroll.
(33x21) PB: GEM

T

2nd ENGR BN (CBT)
RA-2 ID

Differs from 2A1. the fort is op dark red v.
tr red. the charges arcdifferentand it is stamped.
(27) NH/K
NOTE: -Lighter red. notstamped(27)NH/K

(42)

(C/d)

r

2nd ENGR BN

RA-2 ID

Differs from 2A5. the corners of the fort do
not extend to the edge of the disc. (27) NH/K

(C/d.e)

r

2nd ENGR BN (A/d,e)
RA-2 ID (2A2)

Differsfrom 2A1, it is op v. tr red. (26)CM
Appr 12Fcb65

r

2nd ENGR G P (Al R SEC) (C/c)
RA (2D)

On an op red disc a white winged "2",
bonlcrcd blue between 3 stars & the words

"FLYING DEUCE", all white; in base the
designation "2ND ENGR GP AIR SECT" in
silver. (25) NH; K

2nd ENGR GP (A/d)
RA (2E)

On a silver ground three modelled silver
lowers, each bearing an op ultramarine blue
(#18) star, surmounted by a pick and shovel in
sallire. both op red (H1).bearing at center a red
and blue lacguk. across handles two silver
leaves; a red scroll wilh molto "PACE
SETTERS" in silver. (29x29) CM

Aulh 24Scp69.Appr 28Aug70

3rd ENGR REGT (A/a)
RA-IIAW D1V (3A)

On a tr red shield the Roman numeral 111
wiihin an indented bordurcbolh while. The crest
is a tr brown couchanl beaver at the foot of an op
light green palm branch, both on a while & red
wreath. (32x 19) S/P; AHD. NSM. URS

Aulh 9Feb24. Appr 9Feb24. Redes
HMar42-3rdEngrBn
NOTE: -Op v. tr brown beaver (32x19) PB;

NSM (A/a)

c

c
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3A2 3rd ENGR BN (CBT) (C/c)
RA-24ID

Differs from3A1, larger. (34x19) NH/J

3A3 3rd ENGR BN (CBT) (C/c)
RA-24ID (3A1)

Differs from 3A1, the palm branch is dark
green,thebeaverIstrorange& thewreath isred
& white instead of white & red. (33x18) NH.
WEL/J. POL/G
NOTE: -(33x 19)Tr light orange beaver.

POUG (C/c)

3A4 3rd ENGR BN (CBT) (C/d)
RA-24ID (3A3)

Differs from 3A3, the beaver is black v.
orange(34x19)NH

3AS 3rd ENGR BN (CBT) (A/d,e)
RA-24 ID (3A2)

Differs from 3A1, the red and brown parts
are opaque. HI and beaver are redesigned.
(32x18) CM
NOTE: -Dark v. light op red, light v. dark op

brown. (32x18) M21 (C/e)
Appr9Sep65

3B1 3rd ENGR GP (Ob)
NG.NY <3B)

On ashielddividedperbendwavy trred*
barryof 8, white, red,darkblue,repeat, on the
reda white rampantlion:on a greychiefadark
blue sallire behind a gold Roman sword The
motto "FERVET OPUS" is blue on a gold
scroll. (29x28) S/P-.M-N

3B2 3rd ENGR GP (C/e)
NG.NY (3B1)

Differsbom 3B1. the chief is lightblue v.
gray.(29x28)

4A1 4th ENGR REGT
RA

On a tr red shield a white wavy fess;on a
goldcanton an anchor debniised by 2 oars in
sallire, all red. The motto "VOLENS ET
POTENS" (Willing and able) is gold on a
piercedwhite scroll.(29x24)S/P;JRG

Auth l8Feb27, Appr 12 Aug27, Redes
5Dec40-4thEngrBn

(A/a)

4A2 4lh ENGR REGT (C/a)
RA (4A)

Differs from 4A1, the scroll and motto are
larger. (30x25) S/P: NSM
NOTE: -(29x25) PB.NH (C/a)

4A3 4th ENGRBN (CBT) (C/c)
RA-4ID (4A1)

Differs from 4A2, the anchor and oars are
black v. red (30x25) NH/G
NOTE: -(30x26), NH/G (C/c)

4A4 4th ENGRBN (CBT) (A/c,d,e)
RA-4ID (4B)

Differs from 4A1 in site and shape. The
shieldis op v. tr red.The motto is op redon a
goldscroll.(29x28)7M, CM

Appr24Jan57
NOTE: -(29x29) 22M(C/c,d)

4AS 4th ENGR BN (CBT) (C/c)
RA-41D (4C)

Differs from 4A4. wider. (30x30) NH/G.
NH/J

4A6 4th ENGRBN (C/d)
RA-4ID (4D)

Differs from4A4, larger. (30x30)BC:VN
NOTE: -(29x29) BC;VN(C/U)

SA1 5th ENGR REGT (A/a,b) •—
RA (21C)

On a goldshieldan anchor debniised by 2
oarsinsaltire, allblack: on atr redchief awhite
bandcharged withtheinsignia of the7lhDiv(a
blackhourglass onareddisc).Thecrest isagold
five-bastioned fortchargedwith a redcrescent,
allon a gold and black wreath. (32x20) S/P;
ROB. JRG. GEM. NSM. NH

Auth 23May28. Appr 13Jut28. Redes
14Aug51-21st EngrBn
NOTE: -See 21B3.1277AlEngr Catalog

5B1 5th ENGRBN (CBT) {Ale) •-
RA (5B1)

On a goldshieldananchor debniised by 2
oars in sallire, all black; on an op red chief a
white bend chargedwilh a blackhourglasson
anopreddisc; allwithinanopredbordure. The
motto "COURAGE SKILL STRENGTH" is
blackon agoldscroll. (29x31) NH/G. POL/G

Auth 3Mar52.Appr 5Sep52
NOTE: -(29x32) NHA3 (C/c)
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